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How do I land on one or two recommendations with a potential client in an initial session, in an 
intake call, or even from an email inquiry? How do I do this with a high degree of confidence, 
certainty, and skill?


What to expect and pricing page. Use this as a resource. We put basic/actual prices to 
provide informed consent and to help practitioners. Potential client can look it up with you. 


https://medicinalmindfulness.org/therapy/what-to-expect-and-pricing/ 


Do   
• Ask clarifying questions to determine an appropriate course of treatment

• Listen to the client about what is going on - assess for acuity - Only question regarding 

acuity during initial conversation:  Will this person benefit from a two-day intensive, or 
does it feel like they will need more than that?


• Offer a clear path forward with ONLY one or two options based on the constraints they 
spoke to. 


• Feel confident in your recommendation. (Once you consider constraints, there’s not 
many options to begin with anyway)


• BE CONFIDENT that these protocols have been tested a lot. Research in efficacy is 
beginning and more data is coming. (Over 6 research teams coming together now)


• If the protocol is a little different (3-day cannabis as example) - work with staff to 
determine a price, you can always recommend an hour session to get them started. 


Don’t 
• Do not provide a range of costs. This isn’t helpful, especially if it is over a $500 

difference. A range/description of services that is so broad it includes everything just 
confuses clients, even if very accurate


• Do not provide any pricing sheets or tables other than what is on the pricing website 
page. If they ask for changes in the protocol, use the internal table to see what fits.


• When listing price on email - We used to do this but don’t any more - don’t break down 
the price. Offer one price with a very brief description of the protocol (and what it 
entails). These descriptions are on the pricing sheet. 


• Do not provide options that are outside the constraints of what the client can do or 
what we can offer. Ie - don’t offer ongoing therapy prices for an out of town client. 


• Do not provide more than a few options or a range of options - this only confuses 
clients and just isn’t necessary. Our clients are coming to us for our expertise, and are 
looking for a path forward that is spoken about in confidence. 


• Don’t give your agency of recommending a series option to the client. They just don’t 
have the expertise to do this. This is not the same as manipulation. It is actually helpful. 
Their agency comes in asking clarifying questions, offering alternatives, and eventually 
saying YES or NO to the protocol. Honor the No but don’t just buy into it right away… 
assess that too and offer support around it. 


• Don’t ask about gender or other preferences, just refer them well. 


Assessing Acuity 
• Longterm Problem - When a client says they’ve struggled with something, like 

depression, most of their lives. Maybe consider a weeklong as the primary 
recommendation but work with what they have. This is part of informed consent. “Two 

https://medicinalmindfulness.org/therapy/what-to-expect-and-pricing/


sessions could really help, but given the duration of this struggle, a weeklong session 
would be more effective.” 


• Complex PTSD - meaning multiple instances of trauma or ongoing childhood trauma (or 
both) or extreme acuity of symptoms indicates additional support may be needed - If 
that is the case, think in terms of weeklong or a series of intensive series. 


• A Traumatic Experience - Single event trauma, or general growth edged with single 
event trauma generally indicates a two-day cannabis intensive is sufficient, or a 
weeklong if they want to go growth oriented or do a deep dive. Always offer the 
weeklong but our two-day is our primary go-to protocol. 


Outline of Decision Making Process 

Reading the Inquiry Form or Email  
• Is there already an indication of acuity? 

• Does this person present as needing more than a two day retreat? 

• If acute, and as a first step, would this person benefit from a ketamine series to reduce 

nervous system activation?

• Is this person ready to do a deep content dive with cannabis for resolution?

• Where are they located?  - Easiest way to reduce options offered - not local don’t offer 

ongoing options


Acknowledge real world constraints 
• Are they local, flying in, or looking for online support? 

• If flying in, immediately remove all ongoing psychedelic therapy protocols as an option 

(extended trips (more than one week) can be thought of as multiple intensives).

• If local, could they benefit from an intensive to get started anyway? NOTE: Generally a 

two day intensive is a good place to start regardless. ALSO, a two-day intensive and a 
4-day ongoing protocol are about the same price (2 longer sessions vs 4 shorter 
sessions). SOOO that means, you can disclose price of both as about the same price 
and this decision can be made later during initial sessions with guide. 


• If a job requires drug testing and cannabis just isn’t an option, recommend Ketamine. 

• Person is interested in psilocybin/MDMA - recommend cannabis. You should be able to 

explain why this is a good recommendation. 

• In the end you want to offer about two options… one more expensive than the other. 

This is the final and most important constraint - what can I as a client afford? This is 
their choice and their agency. Make it work as best you can, but don’t undersell 
something if you know they need more support. In the end our services are cheaper 
than other clinics because we’re more effective. 


• Speaking of not underselling - this is not just a business sale. We have to make the final 
decision based on something else - ethics and efficacy. This is not a job, or a business, 
it is a calling. Can we really help them? Do I feel safe here? 


During Intake or Initial session  
1. Generate rapport and introduce yourself and your professional expertise

2. Acknowledge you have read their inquiry/email and ask them to share what they hope 

to gain from this experience. Ask inviting open ended questions to get more 
information. In a 20 min intake call this should take no more than 10 minutes. After 10 
minutes move on. This is not a therapy session. You should be able to assess acuity in 
this timeframe. “It sounds like we could do a lot of good work here… let me tell you 
what that might look like.”


3. Explain the treatment process some and ask “What questions do you have?” Spend 
time answering them.  “We are a full service psychedelic therapy center offering 



sessions with psychedelic cannabis and ketamine. We work with local clients and those 
who fly in for intensive retreats. Do you have any questions about our services that I can 
help answer now?” 


4. Make a recommendation. “Based on what you are telling me about your goals, and the 
fact you’d be flying in, I’d recommend that we consider a two-day cannabis retreat, or if 
you want to do a really deep dive and explore both medicines, I’d recommend a 
weeklong retreat.”  “Given that it sounds like you are really struggling, and just need to 
start feeling better, I’d recommend we start with a two-session ketamine retreat, but it 
also sounds like you’re ready to do some big work, so we can offer a weeklong retreat 
with both medicines. We call these experiences “chapter turning experiences” because 
they can help us break through the stuckness we sometimes feel, and we are often in a 
much different space after the series than we were before it.” 


5. Answer any questions. Provide actual quote and explain what it includes. 

6. Ask them specifically as a closing. “Which protocol would you like to sign up for?” Do 

not ask a yes/no question such as “Do you want to do the series?”  If not ready, answer 
questions, don’t immediately take no as the answer. “What questions/concerns do you 
have that I can help you with now so you can decide?” Offer additional resources and 
opportunity to check in again. If yes, say, “Ok great. We really look forward to working 
with you. I’m going to write you to connect you with our clinic staff to get this process 
started.”  “I look forward to working with you.” OR “Based on what you’ve shared I 
recommend you work with so-and-so for xyz reason. How does that sound?” 


7. Follow up with educational email listing recommendations and next steps. Coordinate 
next steps with clinic staff. 


Questions to help determine a recommendation 
• Are you local or flying in? You should know this but you are confirming it. Some people 

may be looking for just ongoing integration support, or online cannabis sessions.

• Do you have a preference of which medicine you’d like to work with? Cannabis or 

Ketamine? - This may elicit a conversation about what the differences are and why we 
use them for therapy. You may know the answer to this already but check in anyway if 
you can. 


• Are you interested in a two-day retreat or a weeklong with both medicines? Explain the 
price differences.


• Scholarships? This would affect who to recommend. Big Scholarships - Refer to 
Groups


• They’re local and really just want the Ketamine for Treatment-Resistant Depression 
protocol - no problem - get them into seeing the therapist and the MD. Invoice for that. 
This might be the one place you are explaining a price range. 


Making a Qualified & Confident Recommendation 
• When you consider actual constraints, there are generally only a few options left. If they 

are flying in, you are offering a two day intensive or weeklong.

• If they have a preference for one medicine over the other, you are starting with that but 

explaining the benefits of both.

• The primary recommendation is the two-day, but you are letting them know the 

weeklong is available for 1. Acute cases, or 2. Just because it is great growth oriented 
and healing deep dive. 


• Therefore you are offering one of three options. 2-Day Cannabis, 2-Day ketamine, 
weeklong Cannabis/Ketamine.  Basically two prices. NOT a range of prices. 


• If they are local, you will let them know basic prices of the same initial protocol, but let 
them know there’s more flexibility in getting started. Maybe you are just recommending 
an initial session to get them started. 




Acknowledging Symptoms 
• Depression - maybe you just start with Ketamine - that is what it is known for, however, 

if depression is from lack of meaning, and the person is ready to do deep work, 
cannabis is a great tool for this as well. Some people are stuck on the K for depression 
protocol though. 


• Trauma - Anxiety/Depression - Cannabis if they are resourced and ready, maybe 
ketamine if they just need to feel better. 


• Addiction/Eating Disorder - recommending nutritional support and ongoing counseling


Minister vs. Therapist vs. Unlicensed  
• Not really an actual big distinctions here. We’re reducing the way we speak to 

differences… we’re all psychedelic therapists with credentialing. Think in terms of fit 
more than educational background. As a non-therapist, I often suggest I can work with 
their therapist, and talk to them. This is a networking opportunity. I also provide a 
certain kind of support to stay within my professional qualifications.


Offering Lozenges vs. IM 
• Local - ok. Flying in - IM only - legal and quality of care reasons

• Price difference and ongoing work - lozenges are more accessible and easier to 

schedule


2hr vs. 3hr Ketamine 
• Option for booster is only available for 3hr sessions

• Maybe start with 3hrs - but some people just don’t need it. Feel it out over the first two 

sessions. Maybe start with the intensive recommendation, then a 4 session series 
based on that (either 2hr with no booster, got it dialed in, or 3hr, with booster, want to 
go longer or go deeper, longer recovery time. 


• If recovery time is long and you are spending extra time with them, you need to require 
the 3hr. Make sure you are getting paid for your time as best you can.


Reducing Drop-offs 

Staff Role 
The primary role of the staff is to track and manage clients, invoicing and initial scheduling. To 
be able to offer answers to clients and support therapists/guides in scheduling. To be in active 
communication with both, and to help coordinate ketamine sessions with MD. 


Therapist/Guide Role 
Once a client is in the initial session, the responsibility of the guide is to assess readiness of the 
client for treatment, and to review the options, offer a clearer option of a psychedelic therapy 
protocol. Guides should be able to offer tentative dates for the intensives (except with 
ketamine - see below) - SCHEDULE YOUR NEXT APPT and let the staff know to bill.  Schedule 
as much as you can with your client in the room. You’re the best one at it anyway, and it really 
helps the team. Remember the 24 hr reply guidelines. It really helps. 


IF client drops and stops seeing you, immediately notify staff for support. We want to see if we 
can jumpstart the process again if possible. 


Ketamine Availability of Alyse - Centralized Location? 
Can we put Alyse’s availability calendar in the waiting room for tentative planning between 
client and guide?


